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Dear editor
Knowledge retention is a challenge faced by many medical students in under-

graduate teaching, and horizontal teaching of preclinical and clinical medicine is

a popular curriculum that should be reflected upon. Based on this, we are greatly

interested in the study conducted by Zaeemzadeh et al to encourage the vertical

integration of basic sciences and clinical sectors.1 Most importantly the authors

identified that knowledge loss occurred at all levels after basic sciences were taught,

with knowledge loss decreasing as students advanced in their years at medical

school. As medical students ourselves, we would like to offer our perspective on the

feasibility of the authors' recommendations to promote vertical integration in

medical schools.

The conclusion to teach clinical and basic sciences, particularly physiology, is

a valuable one. As the author mentioned, it would be more effective for compre-

hending pathophysiology of disease. However, it may be impractical and difficult to

organize, due to student’s incomplete knowledge of all the domains in basic

sciences and lack of facilities to prioritize junior medical students in practice over

the senior students. This is an issue we have personally faced, with junior students

receiving preference for space in clinics over seniors.

The study was of a good sample size of 356 volunteers; however, the survey

conducted may have been an unrepresentative survey as it only included twenty

questions and does not have the same level of preparation and question quantity

as official exams. Moreover, previous exam results were used as cohort averages

which is a not a fair comparison, as it is common for medical students to drop out

of the course and this would disrupt the average.2 Likewise, cross-cohort compar-

ison may not be fair as cohorts sit different exams with different questions and

may have experienced different teaching due to curriculum changes. In addition,

although the information on female students having better knowledge retention in

comparison to the male students is an interesting one, the information is imprac-

tical to apply as the purpose of the study was done to promote vertical integration

of basic sciences and clinical sectors, unless teaching was also to be adjusted

according to gender.

The authors also concluded that physiology knowledge loss trend is inversely

correlated to increments in retention time. In the discussion, the explanation for the

better knowledge retention in s15 was owed to their greater experience and their

higher rate of responsibility. The paper does not acknowledge that horizontal
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learning may be of use. Corroboration of knowledge

through informal repetitive teaching in later years may

serve as a form of learning in itself, as described by

Vgotskys learning scaffold could be an alternative expla-

nation for better knowledge retention in s15.3 Despite this,

perhaps there is also knowledge loss through vertical

learning.

Overall, we agree that learning in clinical years are themost

memorable and useful for application onto real patients and

vertical teaching may be useful in specific subjects. However,

the benefits of curriculum solely based on vertical teaching are

not well documented and the idea is fairly novel. Therefore, we

propose that a trial be conducted on a small group of students

for physiology with vertical teaching to compare against hor-

izontal teaching before significant changes are made by the

responsible authorities for the medical school.
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